The maps f and g are inverse isomorphisms.
Following the conventions of algebraists, we will call triangulated subcategories of D*(R) epaisse if they are full and closed under direct summands.
Hopkins' theorem is a beautiful result. Among other things, it establishes that out of something seemingly nonsensical, like the derived category of R, one can recover a very sensible object, like Spec(R). However, there is a gap in the proof. Without some added hypotheses (e.g. R Noetherian) the theorem is false. A counterexample may be found in Section 4.
I should immediately add that Hopkins obtained his result by studying analogous properties in the topological setting, where [6] obtained some really remarkable and powerful results. The theorem quoted above occurs in a paper in a conference proceedings, where he explained the topological result and remarked in passing that the algebraic analogue is also correct. It should be stressed that Hopkins' result is very intriguing, and possibly very important. He discovered a parallel between stable homotopy theory and algebraic geometry, and this parallel should be explored further. This is perhaps the appropriate point to briefly outline the topological parallel of what we do here. The starting point for us (this is historically quite wrong) is that CmSo can be given the structure of an Em ring spectrum. Therefore, in some sense it may be viewed as a commutative ring, and one may wish to study the algebraic geometry of this curious tThis research was partly supported by the Humboldt Stiftung.
object. Following the sloppy notation of the topologists, we will freely confuse the spectrum Z" So with its associated space QS" = 12" Z" So. Following Waldhausen, such bizarre rings will be referred to as brave new rings.
Although QS" itself is very different from the rings we are used to, its derived category is far more ordinary. Any finite CW complex (or rather its suspension spectrum) may be viewed as a bounded complex of free E"S" modules. Thus D*(QS') can be identified with the stable homotopy category: the category of finite CW complexes and stable maps ( = maps defined on sufficiently high suspensions). And whatever may be wrong with QS', II*(QS') is an ordinary triangulated category. What Devinatz, Hopkins and Smith do in [6] is, among other things, classify all the epaisse subcategories of D*(QS'), following a conjecture of Ravenel. Thus, if we believe Hopkins' theorem above, this should allow us to define Spec(QS').
In this paper, we begin by proving that, at least when R is Noetherian, Hopkins' result is true. We tried to keep the proof as similar to Hopkins as possible, so that the gaps in the argument could be pointed out. That is Section 1.
In Sections 2 and 3 .;je study localizing subcategories of the unbounded derived category D(R). We define These maps are inverse isomorphisms.
We can also show:
Under the correspondence of Theorem 2.8, the smashing subcategories correspond to sets of primes closed under localization (in Grothendieck's terminology, to systems of supports).
In particular, for D(R) we can prove the "smashing conjecture": all smashing subcategories of D(R) are generated by their intersection with D*(R). Theorem 1.5 (Hopkins' theorem) follows easily from Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 3.3. Thus we have really given two proofs of Hopkins' theorem in this article; one which closely parallels the nilpotence proof of Hopkins, and one which goes by way of infinite complexes.
Thus for a Noetherian ring, one has a complete and very satisfactory description of the spectral theory of its derived category. The whole point of this paper is that, although very nice, this is completely beside the point.
The fact that Noetherian rings are so orderly makes them very different from the topological analogue. This theory started with an attempt to understand the "chromatic tower" of Ravenel, i.e. the spectrum of QS'. As can be shown by many pathological examples, the spectral theory of the category of spectra is anything but simple. It is quite different from Noetherian rings. The point of this article is that QS" should simply be considered as a fairly ordinary non-Noetherian ring. The pathological behaviour exhibited by QS" is closely analogous to what might happen for D(R) for non-Noetherian rings R. And it is really here that the gap in [IO] is very fortunate for the subject. As we discuss in Section 4, the results in [6] are in fact in perfect harmony with viewing QS" as a nonNoetherian discrete ring. But had Hopkins' theorem been true without restriction, there would have been a real difference. In particular, Spec(QS') as defined from D*(QS') is probably the wrong space.
Finally, this paper depends on results in Cl], where certain construction in D(R) are made formal. At the beginning of Section 2 we list most of the results from [I] which we will rely on.
A PROOF OF HOPKINS' THEOREM
Hopkins' proof of this theorem is mostly quite correct, but all the same it seems preferable to write up a complete new proof. The main reason is that some of Hopkins' reduction steps become far easier in the Noetherian case. If one accepts that the theorem is in any case only true for Noetherian rings, there seems little point in going through general, complicated arguments.
In this section R will always be a Noetherian, commutative ring, and D*(R) will stand for the derived category of bounded complexes of finitely generated projective R-modules (in the literature this is often referred to as D*(Proj R). When X is an object of D*(R), D(X) will stand for its "dual"; D(X) = RHom(X, R). For any two objects X, Yin D*(R), XL @ Y will simply be denoted X @ Y. We define:
Ann(f an) is an ideal of R, and Ann(f 'a") c Ann(f on+'). Because R is Noetherian, the ideals must stabilize. There exists n such that Ann(f on) = Ann(f a ") for all m 2 n. Replacing f by f *", we may assume n = 1. We need to show Ann(f) = R. We will suppose Ann(f) # R, and prove a contradiction. Because Ann(f) # R, there is a minimal prime ideal p c R containing Ann( f ). Localizing the entire problem at p, we may assume:
(1.1.1) R is a local ring, with maximal ideal p.
(1.1.2) For every n > 0, Ann(f) = Ann(f"). Here is where the first serious gap in [lo] occurs. [lo] reasons that f is a morphism f: R +X, and it defines a class, which we will also call f; in H'(X). We know that f@ R/p = 0. Therefore f = i xfg, where xl~p and gioHo(X). Thus ifp" c Ann(f), then 1=1
What is wrong with the argument is that it simply is not true that whenf@ R/p = 0, then f = Zxlg, as above. The identity f @ R/p = 0 should be read as an identity in H"(X 8 R/p), whereas f = ZXigi asserts that f is already zero in H'(X) @ R/p. In other words, we have natural maps
and /I* a(f) = 0. However, this does not imply that a(f) = 0. that gf can be chosen to be cycles. Naturally, our proof of Hopkins' Theorem will run somewhat differently. We will prove by induction the following assertions: F(n): Let R be a local, Noetherian, reduced ring of dimension dim(R) < n. Suppose f: R + X satisfies 1.1.1, 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 above. Then f is nilpotent. G(n): Let R be a local, Noetherian ring (not necessarily reduced) of dimension dim(R) I; n. Let f: R -+ X satisfy 1.1.1, 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 above. Then f is nilpotent.
We will prove F(n) = G(n) * F(n + 1). Because F(0) is trivial, this shows that 1.1.2 is incompatible with 1.1.1, 1.1.3 and 1.1.4; hence our required contradiction. F(n) = G(n): Let f: R + X be as in G(n). Then by F(n) we know that f @ R/,adtR, is nilpotent. Thus for some m, f" @I R/,.dtR, = 0, and as above we may assume m = 1. By
Hopkins' argument f = Cxlgr where xlE rad(R) and g, EX". But now the x,*s are nilpotent in R, not only in RIAnnfr and if (rad(R))" = 0, it follows that /@m = (Xx,g,)" = 0 9 even as an element in (XO)om. G(n) =P F(n + 1): Let R be a reduced ring of dimension n + 1 2 1. Let f: R 4 X be as above. Because R is reduced and pm c Ann( f ), where p is the maximal ideal, there must be a regular element in Ann(f); i.e. there is an element xoAnn(f) which is not a zero divisor in R. Choose such an x.
Let f be represented by the map of chain complexes:
Because xl = 0, it follows thatj(x) E X O must be a boundary; i.e. we can extend to a map of complexes:
But the fact that the sequence
O-rR% R+RIxR40
is exact (the regularity of x E R) tells us that the complex + 0 -, R % R + 0 -+ is quasiisomorphic to RfxR. What we have shown is exactly that f factorizes as Proo/: Because R is Noetherian, p is finitely generated, say by generators al, . . . , a,.
Then the Koszul complex X= @(R:R)
is an object of D*(R) with Supp(X) = I. 
LOCALIZING SUBCATEGORIES OF D(R)
As in Section 1, R is a Noetherian, commutative ring. However, D(R) will from now on denote the derived category of unbounded complexes of R-modules. This is in contrast with Section 1, where D(X) = RHom(X, R) was the dual of X. The reason for this discrepancy is an attempt to be consistent with the literature; Section 1 is consistent with the notation in [lo], whereas from now on we will be consistent with the classical algebraic literature.
We will also be making use of the following results, the proofs of which may be found in Remark 2.7. I have attributed all these results to Bousfield, because he is the latest author to have worked on them, and he has the best, most general results. However, this matter has a long history. Localizations of spaces were first considered by Sullivan, and work on the subject was done also by Adams. What we will do in this section is to completely describe the localizing subcategories of D(R), where R is a Noetherian, commutative ring. We will prove: The proof of Theorem 2.8 will be a succession of easy lemmas. LEMMA 2.9. Let X E D(R) be a complex which consists entirely of injectives, each of which is a direct sum of copies of I,, the injective hull of R/r, where p E Spec(R) is given. Then X is in rhe localizing category generated by k(p).
Proof
Recall that the injective hull of R/r is an indecomposable injective, and is in fact an R, module (elements outside p act invertibly). Further, every element of I, is annihilated by p" for some n.
Thus the complex X has a filtration: o= x0 C x, C x2 C *** C x where Xi is the subcomplex of X annihilated by p". Clearly, X,/X,_ 1 is a complex of vector spaces over k(p), and is therefore quasi-isomorphic to a direct sum of suspensions of k(p). Thus XI/XI-i is in the localizing subcategory generated by k(p). From the triangle X_ -+xI+x,/x&r+Zx~_i, we deduce by induction that so is X, for every i. But X'=rl& X,, and by 2.2.2 in [l] a localizing subcategory is closed under the formation of direct limits.
cl Let X be a complex in D(R). By 2.1.6, X is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of injectives. Every injective is a direct sum of indecomposable injectives, and these correspond to prime ideals in R. Consider the complex obtained by taking in a complex of injectives X all the terms isomorphic to direct sums of lP. It is well-known that this is in fact a complex. One can obtain it for instance by considering in X @.R R, the subcomplex supported at the closed point. In Grothendieck's notation, this is the complex r,,. 
Let XE L. We know that
and by Lemma 2.14, this is zero if and only if ro/,+ _ 1Pl(X) = 0. By Lemma 2.10, X is in the localizing subcategory generated by the k(p)'s for which l-j//-X @ k(p) # 0. Thus XEgOf(L).
p _ (p)(X) # 0, or equivalently In this section we will classify all the smashing subcategories of D(R), where R is, as always, a Noetherian, commutative ring. We will prove: Again, the proof of Theorem 3.3 will be by a sequence of easy lemmas. We begin with: cl Proojof Theorem 3.3. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.7 that, under the correspondence of Theorem 2.8, smashing subcategories correspond to families of prime ideals closed under localization ( = support systems). It remains to show that every support system corresponds to a smashing subcategory. One way to do this is to observe that every support system is generated by objects in D*(R), and is therefore trivially smashing. Cl There is an obvious homomorphism R + k which sends all Xi to zero. Its kernel m is maximal. We can consider the support system {m}, consisting of the singleton closed point.
